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Message from the Chairman
As a life-time dedicated and responsible person to education sector, I have
intensified my dedication in the transformation of Uniglobe SS to become a center
of excellence for education in Science, Management, Law and other disciplines of
value for 21st century learners. Inspired by this marvelous vision, I have been directly
guiding, monitoring and mentoring faculty and students of this dream institution
‘ensuring that every single student finds happiness along with enjoying success in
her/his academic results’.

My sole focus and commitment is to
create Uniglobe SS that is academically
sound and institutionally disciplined
organization, an abode of quality
education accompanied by pleasant
teaching-learning environment that
facilitates to achieving at best the target
result for each aspirant student.
An inherent desire has a way of
transforming into a dream and when that
is translated into reality, gives one a true
sense of happiness, actualization and
achievement.
A decade ago, a deep rooted longing
and an in-built passion to serve quality
education pressed me and my team to
start a unique venture that could bring in
existence an academic institution which
should be dedicated to serving today’s
young minds with the best quality
education at school level. The very urge
that soon became an intriguing vision,
gave birth to Uniglobe Secondary School.
Initially, the academic journey set out
with the commencement of +2 Science
program soon to see an addendum
of Management and Law Programs
delivered under my direct leadership as a
chairman of the institution.
Indeed, it is a proud moment for me and
my team, seeing the talented masses
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pursuing +2 in Science, Management
and Law at Uniglobe SS on a high
prospect looking forward to building
multidisciplinary knowledge. Having the
intellectual and multitalented learner
communities and supportive circles of
parents involved is mainly a thrilling
reason that keeps my spirit higher that
then keeps pushing me and my team to
multiply most ardent efforts dedicated
to modelling Uniglobe SS in a center of
excellence. Equipped with an excellent
technological and academic system,
the institution is fine built with an
assortment of ultra-modern educational
ambiances and facilities availed in
the abundance of fostering student
learning. As a matter of fact, the quality
ambiances with salient systems have
been integrated at Uniglobe SS in an
order to fulfil the most desired intent
and that is to deliver quality education
in Science, Management, Law, and other
areas that are the subjects of interest
among the competent learners who join
us with an ever-increasing demand of
modern education that is meaningful in
building skilled citizens who are not only
to sustain but also thrive through the
emerging contexts in 21st century.
Established as a quality center, Uniglobe
SS is not only attended by a mass of
potential learners for being prepared
just to pass their board exams with
good score. On the contrary, one of
the prime reasons that pulls an ever
increasing mass of competent scholars
of selected quality to join Uniglobe SS
is the educational endowments that are
quality furnished and also in-built with
an advance system that enables each
student to successfully graduate as a
competent and independent practitioner
at the end of their study. Garnished with
the state-of-the-art educational process,
I am glad to inform that Uniglobe SS as
could be witnessed, positions tall and
firm in standing as the first milestone
where the school graduates are prepared
plentifully with multifaceted knowledge,
most updated content and highly
applicable learning and professional
skills and thereby, leave the institution
with an eminent legacy as being the
best center of excellence that is proud to

have prepared each learner as a useful
member of their society and nation at
large.
Considering it imperative to develop
Uniglobe SS as a model institution,
we have constituted the organization
in the framework of collaborative
consortium that provides an interface
to the installation of high-tech physical,
technological and academic systems
combined with intellectual resources.
Comprised of expert members and
communities of diverse background,
the consortium helps connecting our
learner groups as well as the educators
with the external educational contexts
having their tangible role in shaping the
educational process. By role, educational
alignments are significant to engaging
both the faculty and student circles in
the ongoing practices that we generally
design to raise academic performance
of the students for learning to shape in
the shared actions undertaken in a team
building mechanism.
While making myself persistent in
a mission to craft Uniglobe SS as a
model institution, I have always given
special preference in the deputation
of most professional faculty having
their distinctive profile and who are
well-known for practising teaching to
advance as a model that is delivered
at par the international standards of
excellence. Supported fully by our
expert team of the unit managers along
with intellectual guidance of senior
educators, the faculty at Uniglobe SS
are highly trained to frame teaching that
lends students a time-tested experience
that is embellished with outstanding
framework in keeping self-absorbed in
authentic tasks designed for solving
problems. The faculty and managing
team of Uniglobe SS assure the students
of conducive environment along with
learning opportunities that help them
self-construct knowledge and translate
that into skills which are eminently linked
to making a difference in career.
In addition, we have also made our foray
into quality student counselling and care
services that we have ensured with the

involvement of expert psychologists as
the counsellors who are appointed to
work full time for Uniglobe SS. As simple
is my vision - Igniting Minds, Empowering
Lives, the journey has already begun
through successful inception and
some milestones of success achieved
through management and deliverance
of benchmarking education in Science,
Management and Law. This fills up my
inner spirit with invigorating energy for
the days ahead, the next some years will
showcase even increasing quantum leaps
with several new educational initiatives
added in the area of different disciplinary
subjects along with educational systems

We operate each of our programs in highly
facilitated physical and learning environment.
The infrastructural aspects are maintained
to building entire process of learning that
is enriched pertinently in the combination
of a series of innovative curricula, sports,
interpersonal skills focused trainings, and
educational practices that we feature with
international educational benchmarks.

advanced enormously high in superb
combo of quality at par.
Over a couple of years, we have grown
amply mature with Uniglobe SS. This is
that, we are fully prepared to become
an exceptional initiative in the field of
school education that shall have national
significance in today and tomorrow’s
contexts. In pursuant to this very
commitment, I welcome all promising
individuals to join Uniglobe SS and
be dedicated to, “bringing the best
together…”
Dr. Khagendra P Ojha
Chairman
(Gold Medalist of TU, PhD from Warsaw
University, Poland)
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About Uniglobe
Situated at the heart of
Kathmandu; a very dynamic
capital city of the nation,
Uniglobe SS is a warm and
friendly abode offering
modern and cutting-edge
quality education in Science,
Management and Law. The
institution was incepted with a
sole objective to serve nation by
education that plays a pivotal role
in preparing each individual into
a skilled and capable workforce.

To this very vision, Uniglobe SS
has set up in place very advance
educational and technological
system that are adequate to
accommodate, prepare and
produce the modern and
progressive learning minds or
the communities of learners
who are all the times prepared
to take up titanic leap of
success for living a meaningful
life in today’s professionally
tinted globalized contexts.
The institutional strength of
Uniglobe SS is manifest in
the inbuilt systems that are
enriched with resources not
merely sufficed to educate
a child in the conventional
mechanism constituted to
transmit theory in void. On
the contrary, the educational
systems of Uniglobe SS
are very much updated
and modern. Collaborated
with external educational
benchmarks of national
and international repute,
Uniglobe SS has reframed
its institutional systems
that are at par of excellence
in academic process and
technology enhanced which
therefore play a vital role to
lending potential communities
of learners an avenue for
innovation intertwined with
quality experience. Innovation
in learning at Uniglobe SS is
substantiated at the virtue of

best-fit amalgamation and
use of administrative support
systems enabling practitioners
construct knowledge in the
subjects of their study that is
materialized with contextually
most demanded educational
outcomes attained at large.
With the best-fit framework
hence, in addition to reputation
earned as being the center of
quality education, Uniglobe
SS has also started to become
the first choice institution
of thousands applying
for admission to Science,
Management and Law programs
every year.
Uniglobe SS is governed by an
authorized BODs comprising
highly renown academicians
who have been successful
in reserving their eminent
leadership profile through their
life-long affiliation in the field of
managing schools and higher
education of benchmarking
reputation. Popularity of the
Uniglobe board members is
due to distinctive approaches
and experiences in managing
colleges and schools in
general and their successful
profile in the management
of such programs at par of
the international standards in
particular. In brief, Uniglobe
board members hold in place a
high level of reputation earned
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Uniglobe SS is a renowned educational brand across
the nation for its world-class infrastructure, state-ofthe art facilities, techno-friendly teaching-learning
environment, and at this date, involvement of
intellectually selected faculty in fairly large pool,
proficient managing staff and external agencies and
all layers of stakeholders who give stewardship for
the growth of individual student, their mentoring
faculty and other executive levels.

after their outstanding research profile
while being involved in their study stay in
the world renowned universities not only
at home but also abroad.
Centrally, Uniglobe SS is managed
by policy that lends major thrust on
the leading role of human resource.
The faculty bench of the institution is
entrusted the major responsibility who
bear excellent professional track record
in their respective subject of teaching.
The institution centers and likewise
entrusts in its students an intellectual
responsibility primarily. The expectation
as that is materialized in the functions of
academic systems and processes that are
designed mainly to ensure optimum help
for students to learn creating, sharing
and thereon be able to apply knowledge
of law, management and science and
technology in education and so in the
professions that shall be in their career
centrally.
The institution is framed in combining
rigorous academic studies with
practical applications that are deemed
instrumental to prepare students for the
real-life situations. Comfortable class
rooms with central air-condition, seminar
hall, and computer lab with unlimited
internet access, audio-visual facilities
and resourceful library are some of the
outstanding infrastructures and facilities

letting it be ranked among a very few
quality benchmark institutions.
Uniglobe SS renders quality education
through the best available resources
in the field that are considerably
used to produce globally demanded
human resources who can work for the
development of both; self and others.
Handling adolescents is not an easy
task, it requires a great deal of effort
and efficiency to dealing with such
people through motivation, guidance and
counseling instead of harsh disciplinary
actions and Uniglobe SS has proved it.
As a renowned educational brand, across
the nation, ‘Uniglobe SS’ operates in the
world-class infrastructure, state-of-the
art facilities, techno-friendly teachinglearning environment, and at this date,
involvement of intellectually selected
faculty in fairly large pool, proficient
managing staff and external agencies
and all layers of stakeholders who give
stewardship for the growth of individual
student.
The College is designed to devote to the
total development of individual student
to create a learning environment that
enhances their potential to succeed in
their personal and professional life within
and across the changing situations at
home and abroad.
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Our Philosophy
Vision

Objectives

Strategies

Uniglobe SS aims to be a
world-class, research driven,
independent centre for
Science, Management, Law
and other disciplines of career
significance. In pursuant to
this essential and overarching
vision, Uniglobe SS creates
conducive learning environment
appropriated with decency to
groom and nurture potential
individuals to be the future
scientists, researchers, doctors,
engineers, pilots, medical
doctors, proficient technicians,
business entrepreneurs,
managers, legal experts,
business leaders, and able
citizens who shall be capable to
serve themselves, their society
and humanity at large.

In a conducive learning
environment, Uniglobe SS
aims at achieving the academic
milestones as outlined herewith:

To achieve the above articulated
milestones, Uniglobe SS adopts
the following conceptual
dimensions and strategic
dynamics:

Mission
The mission is to develop
Uniglobe SS as a referral
learning abode in the academic
discipline of Management,
Science, Law, and other
areas of academic and career
significance with boundless
opportunities and career in the
field of business administration,
entrepreneurship and business
leadership, and management
in addition to research and
invention in life-sciences;
medical studies, engineering,
technology, and more… by
imparting time-tested and
contextually relevant quality
education in congenial
environment deploying itself for
service to humanity.

è Construct and disseminate
research-driven knowledge
in law, management,
science and technology;
è Develop leadership in the
field of business, science
and technology, and in
legal sector resulting from
education guaranteed
in innovative teaching
- learning environment
with special emphasis on
problem solving methods
and course delivery that is
fully practical;
è Ensure conducive
environment for business
and entrepreneurial
innovations, scientific
discoveries and inventions
in general and medical
science, engineering and
technology; and in the field
of modern management
studies; and
è Contribute to the welfare
and development of society
at local, national and global
level by ensuring quality
education in management,
science and technology.

è Quality environment
assured upon the strength
of standardized in-built
structural facilities and
functional resourceful
systems such as resourceful
library, sophisticated
and equipped modern
laboratory, hygienic
cafeteria, spacious
playground, and technofriendly teaching aids;
è Pool of highly qualified and
professional faculty having
proven track record in the
field of management and
science education;
è Smart machine supported
and IT assisted classroom
delivery and project-based
teaching;
è Most relevant vocational
and professional courses
designed to meet the
objectives of basic
accounting, foundational
science, medical science,
electronics and engineering
courses;
è Regular assignments and
scientific tracking system;
and
è Eminent grading system
based on universally
accepted appraisal
standards with quality at
par excellence.

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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Managing Director’s Message
With our inclusive approach hence, we invite each
aspirant student to Uniglobe SS and be the part
of the process that is dedicated to constructing
learning from being self-engaged in tasks designed
to offer a hand-in experience of unique blend of
theory and practice.

Dear Guardians and Aspiring Students,
Uniglobe SS was incepted to deliver
cutting edge education in science,
management, law, and other areas
having their impact on career. I am
delighted that the institution is doing
just to what it aimed to do under its
top-notch philosophy and that is;
education for building a 21st century
citizen … Enrichment of this very niche
is manifested in Uniglobe SS’s amicable
educational status that it rightly bestows
in the unique blend of culture and
technology and also in its institutional
motto ‘Bringing the best together.’
Committed to achieving a very
academic departure, I in my capacity
as the managing director of Uniglobe
SS, have been very much selective in
the matters of investing and thereon
mobilize the best resources that have a
superb role in constituting quality at the
power of educational systems that are
sophisticated and hence, ideally matched
to yield better learning outcomes. This is
also connected with our approach being
to keep student growth and progress
on top priority. Inspired with this very
student centric approach, I have always
worked to ensure the best selection
of eminent educators who can work
as an asset for Uniglobe SS. Likewise,

considering to essential role, I have
also made a special effort to ensure
investment on physical, technological,
intellectual, and external resources
along with being selective to involve
highly intellectual and professional
team of managers dedicated to extend
every support to their teaching faculty

interactive framework has been highly
conducive and adequately framed upon
our scheme to offer quality educational
outcome. I proudly assert quality
secured at Uniglobe SS in student
pass rate that is 100 percent and the
enrolment of our graduating students
at the reputed institutions of higher

and students devoted to achieving
quality educational outcomes. With
extended endeavors, hence, we are here
to communicate that our professional
faculty of Uniglobe SS not only confine
to discharge their duty as common staff
but also make tremendous contributions
in being fully self-absorbed upon a
mission and that is to prepare our
young students who aspire to be future
managers, doctors, engineers, lawyers,
some selective careers to fit in the 21st
century academic milieu.

education that is equally very much
appreciable. Furthermore, we can assure
you that quality at Uniglobe SS can be
experienced in the combination of inputs
of diverse and best resources, processual
aspects and outcome components
engaged perennially from the day of
inception and also for the days to come.

With your utmost trust and satisfaction
as the key drive, I along with my team
of professionals strive immensely to
retain eminent workforce that is highly
engaged to managing the college
with an errorless quality work and
professionalism. With our enormous
investment on developing the institution
with all the required resourceful systems,
technologies and educational ambiances,
hence, I am eager to assure that Uniglobe
SS has been largely speedy in being
transformed into a center of academic
excellence. As a center of excellence, the
institution is sound enough to offer you
multi-faceted educational experience in
the state-of-the-art quality guaranteed
for each young mind now connected with
Uniglobe SS.
Quality education has been our first
priority ever. To this very end, I along
with my team, have always strived to
be persistent in developing the learning
environment of Uniglobe SS that in its

Amongst a few selected quality
determinants, the educational dynamism
inculcated in the management of our
academic programs at Uniglobe SS is
one and unique. The sole deliverance
of education in each program at
Uniglobe SS is appropriated in student
prioritized practice of distinctive learning
approaches and the academic efforts
that contribute to giving education
a distinct shape. With our inclusive
approach hence, we invite each aspirant
student to Uniglobe SS and be the
part of the process that is dedicated
to constructing learning from being
self-engaged in tasks designed to offer
a hand-in experience of unique blend
of theory and practice. With this very
colorful note, I finally welcome each
aspirant student to Uniglobe SS and
join this academic center of your choice
for an experience of time-demanded
education we deliver in order to prepare
you for best career that shall be unique
to live through 21st century sociocultural
contexts.
Dr. Drona Lal Puri
Managing Director
(PhD from Shinawatra University, Thailand)
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From the Principal
Dear Prospective Students and
Guardians,
We live in a perplexed society, the world
as we know it, is in a constant state of
flux and the goal of education in such a
society, is to guide perception and shape
pupils as individuals. The 21st century is
a century of surplus opportunities and
excessive information and in such times,
an educator must undertake to teach
how to learn while they learn how to
teach.
With the maxim of capacity building,
adaptation and open-mindedness,
Uniglobe SS assumes a student-centric
and contemporary approach as we take
on the task of educating. At Uniglobe
SS, a focused team of intellectuals
and experts persist to pave the path
for students and guide them to take
the shape of polished individuals,
exceedingly capable in their own rights.
Adhering to our core principle of
quality education, we now offer science,
management, and law, to make for every
variant of students.
The curriculum prioritizes a combined
learning process, as theory is coupled
with practice in a sound and fullyequipped physical and academic
infrastructure. The understanding that
knowledge must encompass life skills
and that the knowledge must translate
into application in real life is integral on
this date. At Uniglobe SS, we embody
this acknowledgment through interactive
and relevant programs conducted
both institutionally and by student

clubs. Some examples include debate/
speech competitions, creative writing
competitions, art competitions, team
presentations, leadership and personality
development programs, maths/science
olympiads, MUNs, moot courts, sports
competitions and movie making.
The academically sound teaching
learning methods perused have stood
firmly through the tests of time and have
successfully procured our curricular
objectives. Since the beginning of
Uniglobe SS, our students have carried
us forward and simultaneously taught us
the ways of moving forward.
I would be privileged to take you into my
ambit, into this institution, Uniglobe SS
which rides on the back of students as
yourselves and launches you into your
dreams. With the promise of delivery and
the anticipation of your arrival, I extend
my gratitude to you and welcome you
with all the heart of Uniglobe SS.
Ashok Kumar Choudhary
Principal

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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Science Program
Today’s generation is in need of
ingenious educational guidance
that enables them to explore
their inner essence of learning
capabilities and a bright vision
for future. We have internalized
such a fact that learner’s
caliber could be established
with multiple academic and
creative exposures.
Govinda Ballab Joshi
Program Coordinator

We ensure each potential member
of learning community and all that
individual learning skills, latent talents
and creative genius will be well identified
and nurtured making the concerned
ones involved in curricular, co-curricular
and extra-curricular activities. We
are determined and fully equipped to
provide all aspirant scholars joining
Uniglobe SS for science with the most
favorable resources to raise intrinsic
curiosity in learning different subjects
within the core areas of science stream.
We have devised stepwise guidance at
Uniglobe SS in a commitment and with
strength of quality systems developed
and dedicated to upgrading your
educational competence so that your
subject of interest turns out to be your
success in life. The policy we adopt
at Uniglobe SS is to ensure your total
engagement in developing life skills
along with academic up-lifts that enforce
us to behave as your facilitators, tutors,
family, friends as well as counselors. This
way we have been very successful in
grooming each member who has been
with Uniglobe SS on study of science
not just as a common student stuck to
conventional approach; self-content
with passively receiving information
of subjects in science but notably an
independent thinker who is driven by
intellectual hunger in being a designer to
meet the goal of overall growth.
At Uniglobe SS, each of our subject
expert and faculty member ensures her/
his presence on side of each learner for

instance from classroom to practical
labs and beyond; from library session to
ECA ground always looking to mentor
and guide the individual scholar in
need. The distinctive part of Uniglobe
SS is that it has been a rich family
institution that has at this date deputed
a large pool of predisposed and
dignified human resources, smart and
high speed technology and globally
acknowledged educational media,
materials and learning aids that enable
to generate and support self-learning
enthusiasm. It won’t be an exaggeration
to say ‘We provide you a home of your
own for envisioning definite future with
a complete learning nature at Uniglobe
SS. Let our dedication towards
educational quality be the confidence
for your bright future.
Our ‘Research and Innovation Center’
an independent learning lab creates a
sound learning by doing environment
for individual student of science where
they are imbibed to come up with
innovative ideas and translate their
classroom knowledge into reality. It
has been a great platform for potential
students immersed in their academic
journey to prepare themselves for
various national and international level
competitions which are designed and
participated in learning most relevant
dynamics of science not just as a
subject but essentially as a discipline
with endowments that nurture pupils’
skills in living real-life upon the most
valuable and scientifically proven
standards.

è COURSE COMPOSITION
GRADE XI
Compulsory Subjects
1. Comp. English
2. Comp. Nepali
3. Physics
4. Chemistry
5. Mathematics/Social
Studies and Life Skills
Education
Optional Subject-I (any one)
1. Biology
2. Computer Science
GRADE XII
Compulsory Subjects
1. Comp. English
2. Comp. Nepali
3. Physics
4. Chemistry
5. Mathematics/Social
Studies and Life Skills
Education
Optional Subject-I (any one)
1. Biology
2. Computer Science

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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Management Program
The resourceful strength of
teaching staff is the most
decisive factor for success
of an educational entity. The
quality of education delivered
to a large extent depends
upon the quality of teaching
staff that is deployed by the
organization. Uniglobe SS
has apt professional experts
in its management team and
the teaching members of
faculty from diverse academic
cultures.
Lesh K. Adhikari (Shekhar)
Program Coordinator

The basic purpose of education is to
make people competent, and arouse
their dormant skill so that they can be
active partners in the task of national
development.

depends upon the quality of teaching
staff that is deployed by the organization.
Uniglobe SS has apt professional experts
in its management team and the teaching
faculties from diverse academic cultures.

Owned and operated in guidance
of the renowned academicians and
the professionals recognized for
their dynamic profile in the core of
management studies, Uniglobe SS aims
at imparting theory and practice blended
education. The educational milestones
instituted within the blended scheme
are on significance and that is pertained
to creating market force by means of
proper use of young minds. Besides, the
blended scheme is prioritized at Uniglobe
SS basically and it is ultimately for the
holistic development of students so that
they can be good entrepreneurs as well
as secure their distinctive designations
when employed.

We are fully committed to exploring the
best practices that are instrumental to
enhance and polish the interpersonal,
administrative, managerial, and
entrepreneurial skills of each practicing
scholar whom it is necessary to grasp the
process of learning the subjects, the realworld and thereby get established in the
field of business and management.

The resourceful strength of teaching staff
is the most decisive factor for success
of an educational entity. The quality of
education delivered to a large extent

Finally, we at Uniglobe SS would like to
see that each aspirant student is learning
and growing for two vibrant years being
involved at the fullest outreach curricula;
rounds of field trips, excursions, learning
games, carnivals, practical sessions, and
many other.... It is our special pledge
that we will leave no stone unturned in
addressing the ever haunting queries
and revered needs of individual student
who must be built in for competence and
quality.

è COURSE COMPOSITION
GRADE XI
Compulsory Subjects
1. Comp. English
2. Comp. Nepali
3. Mathematics / Social
Studies and Life Skills
Education
4. Accountancy
Optional Subject – I
1. Economics
2. Travel and
Mountaineering
Studies
Optional Subject – II
1. Business Studies
2. Computer Science
3. Business Mathematics
4. Hotel Management
GRADE XII
Compulsory Subjects
1. Comp. English
2. Comp. Nepali
3. Mathematics / Social
Studies and Life Skills
Education
4. Accountancy
Optional Subject – I
1. Economics
2. Travel and
Mountaineering Studies
Optional Subject – II
1. Business Studies
2. Computer Science
3. Business Mathematics
4. Hotel Management
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Law Program
For the young minds seeking to start
their career in the administrative/
legal sector, a formal study that
connects finally to degree in Law
provides the perfect platform for
putting you on the right path.
This is the most exciting and most
popular course for students in
today’s multidisciplinary socioeconomic contexts both at home
and internationally. As a matter of
fact, Law becomes an instrument to
transform the static into dynamic
society this is because among others,
knowledge and formal degree in
this judiciary subject turns out to
be a means to translate voice of
people into justice for individuals and
society.
Together with monetary significance,
there is a lot of prestige in being a
lawyer and it is a profession with high
level of academic and intellectual
knowledge and hard work required
to become successful. Lawyers
are the professionals that enjoy
upper social strata being counted
among the most intellectual class of
society. From writers to politicians
to freedom fighter, Lawyers have
donned many hats. Most of the world
renowned figures in leadership such
as Mathama Gandhi, Barrack Obama…
Tony Blair…, and many more had the
degree in Law and have performed
the designation; Lawyer, at least once
in their life.
Law is an attractive subject and
popular choice in any country
because of its fantastic career
prospects. Nepal is not an exception.
The history of judicial system of
Nepal has gone through various
phases i.e. un- codified to codified
laws: from kingdom to republic, from

Together with monetary significance, there is a lot of
prestige in being a lawyer and it is a profession with
high level of academic and intellectual knowledge and
hard work required to become successful. Lawyers are
the professionals that enjoy upper social strata being
counted among the most intellectual class of society.
customary to legislative and from Janga
Bhadur’s Muluki Ain to Nepal’s new
criminal and Civil code 2075.
Introducing Law for +2 at Uniglobe
SS provides the prospective students
a diverse range of skills that are not
only crucial to becoming a lawyer, but
will become a gate way for them to
thrive in a number of professional roles.
A few of the skills our students will
master when through study in Law, will
include (a). Research (b) Evaluation
(c). Communication (both in Nepali and
English) (d) Analysis and (e) Critical
Judgment.
Students pursuing Law can become
intellectual authority who can speak
up for justice; they can be the social
engineer once they move ahead in this
field with a good amount of hard work
with no short-cuts.
+2 Law program at Uniglobe SS provides
the students an ample of opportunities
to build on this knowledge with wider
range of valuable theoretical and
practical ideas from lived experiences of
people. Uniglobe SS will provide high
public lecture to enlighten the leaders
of tomorrow. The course will equip our
students with broad understanding key
legal principles, various legal systems,
and also institutions with political, social
economic and cultural dimension in which
the law operates.

We provide an excellent teaching
learning environment inside and outside
the classroom. Most of the teaching
faculties are leading researcher and
lawyer, whose extra dimensional
insight to look the society from various
perspectives helps our student to be an
independent thinker in their daily and
professional life. Our students will learn
how law is made and administered and
explore the inter-relationship between
law, individual and society.
Taught in small group workshop models
by qualified lawyers with considerable
practice experience, students at Uniglobe
SS will benefit from learning resources
and personal feedback from our tutors.
We prepare our students for future
degree during +2 levels so, they can
enthusiastically speed up with academic
skills and a firm grounding in the subject.
Students then go on to study the full
undergraduate degree either at home or
abroad.
Our team at Uniglobe SS is dedicated
to train our students to learn to get
engaged in constructing knowledge
of Law; knowledge owned as this is
sustainable and plays important role to
enable a learner to become an expert
in the field of legal profession. It is thus,
we at Uniglobe SS aspire to prepare our
students who shall be capable to serve
people by fighting for their justice rather

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE

than making Law as an instrument to
merely making money.
It is not necessary for Law graduates
to practice only in court but various
corporate houses, law firms,
administrative and judicial firm.
Some potential areas after having Law
degree:
1. Litigation/ advocacy
2. Civil services
3. Public prosecutor
4. Legal secretaries
5. Judiciary
6. Research
7. Politics
8. Diplomats
9. Academics
10. Negotiation and conflict resolution
11. Banks and financial institution
12. NGOs/INGOs and many more.
13. Entrepreneurships
è COURSE COMPOSITION
Grade XI
1. Comp. English
2. Comp. Nepali
3. Social Studies and Life Skills Education
4. Jurisprudence and Legal Theories
5. Procedural Law
6. Constitutional Law
Grade XII
1. Comp. English
2. Comp. Nepali
3. Social Studies and Life Skills Education
4. Nepalese Legal System
5. Legal Drafting
6. Civil and Criminal Law and Justice
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Innovative TeachingLearning Approaches
The two-year
secondary curriculum
is an academically
challenging course of
learning designed in
due consideration of
the requirements that
the transitional phase
of student’s teenage
life would demand.
Holistic transformation
of scholars from their
droning mental frame
to cognitive maturity
demands the high
level of motivation to
enable them to focus
upon set goals.

This fervently results only in students’
satisfaction and continuing interest
in education. Exposure to modern,
in-depth, pragmatic and effective
education is highly pertinent for higher
and specialized education. To this end,
present system is deemed best. The twoyear secondary program leads to a sound
academic foundation for further studies
in management, general science, health &
medical science, engineering, electronics
and digital technology.
Our teaching-philosophy assures
incomparable results. Subject experts
deliver theory classes along with
practical demonstrations with special
emphasis on periodic assessment
incorporating various kinds of formative
and knowledge based tests.
It is mandatory that each student
participates in assignments, conducts
special projects, makes individual or
group presentations, and is involved
adequately in self-study. Uniglobe SS has
set up an autonomous supervisory and
tracking mechanism that systematizes
self-monitoring of the academic
performance and progress of each
student.
Teaching methods at Uniglobe SS are
a combination of various techniques
such as tutorials, seminars, independent
work -assignments, group assignments,
presentations, discussions, study visits,
project works, case studies, laboratory
experiments and practical classes.
The class discussions comply with
presentations, reviews, action learning,
and project works related to science,
management and law.

01 Group works

Learning at Uniglobe SS is materialized
within the classroom and beyond
the classroom practices that shape
in the interactive learning framework
mechanism, part of this mechanism
is group works. Students in all
subject streams that include science,
management and law, are exposed
to group works of various kinds on
regular basis within and beyond the
class hours. Subject instructors assign
the problems in their subject of study
which are to be solved in the wellengaged actions of students divided
in groups. Problems are related to
various topics to actively unfold
solutions which are often analytical
survey, literature review, and research
types that generically link the streams
of science and technology. Special
attention is given to ensure that the
groups are engaged in collecting,
searching and designing science and
technology related facts which they
must bring into use to supporting
theoretical learning on various
subordinating branches of science and
management.

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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02 Project works

Project making, an integral practical aspect of
science, is highly emphasized for students to
work individually as well as in groups at Uniglobe
SS. The other facets of projects are integrated
both in Law and Management and these include;
inquiry-based learning, experiments, observations,
and survey projects as some key methods
applied at Uniglobe SS. Students engaged
in projects in balanced frequencies helps to
promote their ability to research, analyze and
interpret knowledge and also that connects them
to learn presenting the reports. The projects in
Science cover general areas such as Physics,
Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Computer Science
and Technology whereas in Management and Law,
business and legal surveys, reviews for report
designing and presentations are some of the
sketches of project works involving students in
practical learning at Uniglobe SS.

03 Presentations

With a view to complement the class
discussions and lectures on varying topics
relating different subject areas, student
presentations have been adopted at Uniglobe
SS as key features of dynamic approach
to teaching and learning. In their focused
engagements upon designing presentations,
the expert members are involved from the
faculty to providing required technical and
logistic support for students to prepare their
power point presentations on topics that
are assigned by the subject faculties as a
part of core learning process regulated at
Uniglobe SS. Presentations are compulsory
assignments that the programs endorse
for internal academic assessment. Student
quality circle meetings, subject and theme
relevant workshops, seminars and interaction
sessions are common components of
presentation.
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04 Counseling

Adolescent stage is a highly transitional phase, progress
oriented but stormed with dilemmas and miss-concepts
as its challenging factors. The learners at this stage may
develop unidentified perceptual values due to ignorance and
uncontrolled peer pressure. It becomes essential that the
academic institutions provide counseling as a regular cocurricular service. In the light of the cause and effect relations,
counseling, in lieu of adversely affecting penalizing teaching
approach, has been adopted as a major pedagogical approach
at Uniglobe SS in order to address the learning needs of
its scholars to smoother their individual progress toward
career prospects. A central focus is placed on counseling and
guidance extended by psychologists and career counselors
as value added sessions in each academic session. Career
counseling involves envisioning, exploring and selecting career
that the scholars must be prepared to pursue on earning an
academic degree. Uniglobe SS has deputed full time working
experts along with renowned visiting professionals from the
field of career psychology.

05 Techno-lab

Considering high significance of smart digital
techno-support, Uniglobe SS has in place an
indispensable lab culture as the mainstream
course of action adopted to facilitate teaching
learning process where students are availed with
all cutting-edge smart technology and tools. The
techno-lab facility is available in the subjects in
addition to sophisticated modern science labs
enriched with most useful practical equipment.
Students are exposed to 3 D animation videos
on any topic for 10 minutes followed by
questionnaire which are relevant to areas relating
study in science, management and law. The
students are involved to attempt the simulations
and their works are marked by the concerned
faculty for feedback. The techno-lab activities
are mandatory course of action endorsed in the
central evaluation process of the program.
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06Research
work
Students at Uniglobe SS are exposed to
research activities that include review of
literature, observation studies, surveys
etc. These research tasks are materialized
by organizing students’ expeditions, field
observations or sending the students for
experimental visits of fields on varying
topics relevant to Science, Management
and Law stream. Research works are
concluded with Science exhibition
and fiesta programs that are regularly
organized at Uniglobe SS. These events
incorporate the exhibition of science
practical models, business knowledge
models relevant to start up ideas, science
models to electronics, digital technology,
general, and health science, and
mathematical applications etc.

07 Field visits

Having provided ample exposure to
discussions on theory classes during their
class sessions, students are assigned field
visits for a follow up practical and real life
learning. Apart from in-lab experiments,
students in groups of three or four as
a part of field visit, have to accomplish
outdoor observation based experiments
within and out of the Kathmandu valley.
Biodiversity conserved areas, chemical
based manufacturers and industries, food
and beverage production factories apart
from technology oriented sectors are
some of the relevant areas to be visited
for field work. Uniglobe SS has built up a
very strong relation with several Science
and Management institutions for an easy
access to resources available.

08 Practical
examination

Before the final examination, a practical
examination for board results in the
subjects; Hotel Management, Marketing,
Physics, Chemistry, Botany and Zoology,
and Computer Science is taken at
Uniglobe SS as a part of external
exam and the marks obtained by each
examinee is endorsed in the board
examination as prescribed in the NEB,
Nepal.
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09 Social work

Learning should not be confined to obtaining technical skills to meet professional objectives only,
instead, it must sideways blend the values of altruism and social service, the top most goal of
humanization and social life. Realizing the degree and level of significance it upholds, Uniglobe
SS places equal emphasis on social work as a part of value education. Students are mobilized
to collect fund for aid upon crises which is normally extended to the communities, individuals
or members in risks resulting from natural or manmade catastrophes and are encouraged to
contribute by volunteering on special occasions such as day celebrations, outdoor visit programs
and the occasions which are incidental too.
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10 Studentpublication

In adequate and active participation
and contribution of students, Uniglobe
SS publishes an activity bulletin at the
end of every academic year - UNIBUZZ.
Students are encouraged to prepare their
survey papers and articles relating their
field, and learning experiential writings
to be published in the bulletin. Writings
on scientific discovery areas, hazard
and invention, criticality and creativity
learning, business world as well as
computer and technology relevant issues
are prioritized for the bulletin. Uniglobe
SS faculties, experts and practitioners
in the field of management and science
and technology and Law are duly invited
to contribute their creations and writing
works for this yearly publication.

11

Evaluation

Evaluation at Uniglobe SS comprises
practical and theory based marking
system in full observance and integration
of the schemes that are legitimized
and made mandatory by NEB, Nepal.
Apart from the final evaluation at the
control of NEB which is an affiliating
and apex body, Uniglobe SS operates
several formal and informal tests made
pertinent to expose the students to
problem solving tasks whereon they can
come with independent skills enhanced
that would be essential in developing
a learner an independent thinker and
creator of knowledge. Students are
regularly exposed to unit tests, term
exams scheduled on fixed tenures along
with ongoing activities that are drawn
into system for internal assessment
of student learning, a segment of
educational process that is progressive
in concept and helps in building student
knowledge through creativity boosted.
The internal evaluation procedure
consists of the scheme as: one-unit
test, two techno-lab and one class
test in each term, and three terminal
examinations. Obtaining 40% in every
subject is mandatory. The final evaluation
of students is carried out in the following
criteria:
è I Terminal Examination— 20%
è II Terminal Examination— 20%
è III Terminal (Send-up Examination)—
40%
è Class and unit tests – 10%
è Techno-lab & Assignments— 10%

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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Celebrations & students’ role
Uniglobe SS designs not only mainstream curricula for
knowledge focus but also its approach is to integrate
numerous skills based motivational extra and co-curricula
which enable the institution to nurture student skills.
To this end, a number of off the curricula programs
are organized at Uniglobe SS and these include day
celebrations. Day celebrations are generally used
for students to get opportunity to showcase their
talents by taking part in the public exposure programs,
communication opportunities and others. Several

national and local days of cultural significance are
observed with an urge to promoting real life- learning
in which each student at Uniglobe SS is encouraged
to confer active participation. Cultural programs,
stage performances such as dance, music, song and
dramas are some of the major activities students are
offered to take part in. The celebrations at Uniglobe
SS comprising all cultural and social events are
organized interactively to instill in the learners a
respectful attitude toward human society, local values
and global culture.
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Entry Requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Students seeking admissions at Uniglobe
SS are required to pose education profile:
SEE or equivalent degree with minimum
Grade ‘B’ for Science and Grade ‘C’ for
Management and Law in aggregate.

ENTRANCE TEST
Students must appear in an entrance
test as scheduled by Uniglobe SS. The
test comprises objective questions
from related subjects such as Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics and

English in Science and Mathematics,
English and General Knowledge for
Management and Law.

PSYCHOMETRIC TEST
To develop and strengthen the
intelligence (mixture of several abilities)
of a student, Uniglobe SS has introduced
an intelligence test (psychometric test)
that comprises of self-rated questions.
Students must appear in this test to
assess their multiple intelligences so
that college can mould them as per their
areas of interest.

INTERVIEW
The successful candidates in the entrance
tests are called for an interview along
with their guardians/parents.

FINAL RESULT FOR
ADMISSION
The final result of the candidates for
admission is published on the basis of
weighted average of the entrance test,
interview and SEE score.

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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Scholarship
Scheme
Keeping in with academic as well as social duty and
responsibility, deserving and meritorious students are
offered scholarship support under different schemes that
are applicable as per the institutional provision of Uniglobe
SS and also the criteria as circulated by NEB of Nepal.
Within the schemes provisioned, students
representing low socio-economic class
or the members belonging to parental
circles tagged as marginal community
are extended scholarship benefits under
the NEB scholarship criteria. There is also
merit scholarship scheme at Uniglobe

SS offered to fairly a large number of
students who apply for scholarship.
Candidates willing to take benefit of
merit scholarships are required to
successfully pass out the qualifying
exams that frame as competition tests
held within the timeliness of admission
process every year.
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Human Resource
With our inclusive approach hence, we invite each
aspirant student to Uniglobe SS and be the part
of the process that is dedicated to constructing
learning from being self-engaged in tasks designed
to offer a hand-in inexperience of unique blend of
theory and practice.
The teaching faculty and administrative
staff have been prudently selected to
deliver the best services. Further, Uniglobe
SS provides its faculty with a regular
exposure to national as well as international
seminars, workshops and training programs
to help them develop required professional
skills. The performance of each staff is
reviewed every year using systematic
appraisal tools to make sure of the quality
of their services.

Experts in varying capacity from diverse
fields have been working together at
Uniglobe SS to give the best environment
to the students so that young leaners
along with their excellent academic
performance become well cultured and are
graduated having acquired good behavior
of being ranked among the disciplined
citizens. Both academic and non-academic
staff are fully committed with their best
knowledge they have in their respective
fields to groom the innocent minds.
Uniglobe SS has been rendering its
academic services within the system of
departments:
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT
Academic Department is the major
department of Uniglobe SS. The
department is further divided into sub
sections handled by a Head of the

Department from the faculty having
strong academic profile in the relevant
field. Each department consists of a
number of full-time, part-time and
visiting faculties. The major academic
departments are:
• Physics Department
• Chemistry Department
• Biology Department
• Mathematics Department
• English & Communication
Department
• Nepali Department
• Accounting Department
• Economics Department
• Business Studies Department
• Computer Science Department
• Hotel Management Department
• Travel and Tourism Department
• CCA/ECA Department
• Research Department
• Guidance/Career Counseling
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ADMINISTRATIVE DEPARTMENT
The administrative department of
Uniglobe SS is composed in the
involvement of designations and
these include; directors, managers
and attendants deputed to work and
mobilized under the direct leadership of
the principal. The management team is
responsible for the day-to-day operations
of Uniglobe SS. Its major responsibility
is to implement the policies, procedures,
plans, and targets set by the Board
being accountable for the betterment of
institution. There are fulltime competent
and trained professional staff members
deputed to disseminate information
about the services and systems of
Uniglobe SS at the front desk. For the
financial services, there are revenue
and account departments. Uniglobe
SS has set a proficient system and
established examination department,
library department, the computer and
MIS department, science labs and their
units of operations. All the departments
and units developed at Uniglobe SS are
made functionary under the efficient
managerial role of heads appointed and
attending to maintain learning support
requisites for students at large.

TEACHING FACULTY
PHYSICS
Dev Bahadur Khadka MSc (TU)
Ajay Jha MSc (TU)
Saroj Baral MSc (TU)
Devendra Khadka MSc (TU)
Sushil Upreti MSc (TU)
Ram Chandra Poudel MSc (TU)
Kishan Kapri MSc (TU)
Ram Hari Timalsina MSc (TU)
Shanti Ram Khatiwada MSc (TU)
Ramesh Kumar Silwal MSc (TU)
Bishnu Badu MSc (TU)
Indra Chapagain MSc (TU)
CHEMISTRY
Yogendra Kuinkel MSc (TU)
Raju Koirala MSc (TU)
Jayram Ghimire MSc (TU)
Santosh Kumar Thakur MSc. (TU)
Rita Upreti MSc. (TU)
Manju Panta MSc. (TU)
Shiba Kumar Oli MSc (TU)
Khem Raj Shrestha MSc. (TU)
Pratibha Limbu MSc. (TU)
Raju Kandel MSc. (TU)
Mahesh Tiwari MSc. (TU)
MATHEMATICS
Agni Dutt Joshi MSc (TU)
Pradeep Bagale MSc (TU)
Ashok K Choudhary MSc (India)
Suyog Dahal MSc (TU)
Krishna Prasad Joshi MSc (TU)
Bhawananda Chaudhary MSc (TU)
Tika Ram Panthi MSc. (TU)
Govinda Gautam MSc. (TU)
Rana Bahadur Giri MSc. (TU)
Bal Krishna Bhatta MSc. (TU)
Chandra Mani Bhattarai MSc. (TU)

NEPALI
Chudamani Pandey PhD (NSU)
Yadav Bhandari MPhil (TU)
Mahesh Karki MA (TU)
Minu Pandey MA (TU)
Resham Adhikari MA (TU)
Narendra Koirala MPhil (TU)
Lawanya Prasad Dhungana MPhil (TU)
ENGLISH
Mahabir Paudyal M Phil (TU)
Prakash Rimal MA/M Ed (TU)
Mukunda Raj Dhungana MA (TU)
Anju Gupta PhD (TU)
Satya Narayan Sardar MPhil (PoU)
Tika Dutta Subedi MA (TU)
Jileshan Shah M Phil (PoU)
Kabindra Subedi M Phil (TU)
Durga Gautam MA (TU)
Dipak Regmi M Phil (KU)
Subash Adhikari MA (TU)
Birat Chaulagain M Phil (TU)
Sudan Sharma (Upadhaya) MA (TU)
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Manoj K Karna MTech (KU)
Navin Gurung MSc IT (SMU)
Shyam Adhikari MSc. IT (SMU)
BIOLOGY
Tara Bahadur Gurung MSc (TU)
Dilli Ram Upreti MSc (TU)
Govinda Ballab Joshi MSc (TU)
Keshav Prasai MSc (TU)
Lok Hari Pandey MSc (TU)
ACCOUNTANCY
Khagendra Dhakal MBS (TU)
Bhumi Sitaula MBS (TU)
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Babulal Ghimire MBS (TU)
Sagar Shrestha MBS (TU)
Narayan Ghimire MBS (TU)
BUSINESS STUDIES
Narayan Pokharel MBS (TU)
Richa Mishra MBS (TU)
ECONOMICS
Yadab Gautam MA (TU)
Hem Raj Karki MA (TU)
Sarika Bist MSc (Belgium)
Yatish Acharya MA (TU)
Nirmal Ghimire MA (TU)
Jamuna Shrestha MPhil (TU)
HOTEL MANAGEMENT
Bir Bahadur Chhetri MHM (IOU, India)
TRAVEL AND TOURISM
Kishor Chapagain MTTM (TU)
MARKETING
Amina Shrestha MBA (KU)
SOCIAL STUDIES AND LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION
Nirmala Dhakal MA (TU)
Rajesh Man Singh MPhil (NOU)
Kamal Aryal MA (TU)
Bal Krishna Dahal MA (TU)
LAW STREAM
Babu Raja Shakya LLM (PU)
Ghana Shyam Silwal LLM (PU)
Lisa Dongol (Maharjan) LLM (China)
Rajeshwori Maharjan MPA (TU)
Laxmi (Nani) Thapa LLM (PU)
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Facilities
An academic institution
is a miniature society
and a center of learning
real-social systems,
values, cultures, and
more... Students from
diverse cultural and
social background come
here for a sole purpose of
gaining knowledge about
different subjects. A good
student must understand
this complexity. Along
with their best teaching
learning approaches,
an academic institution
has been developed
in systems that are
designed to bring into
shape complex situations
where students along
with the subject matter
learn to socialize, to
cooperate and more than
that they learn to accept
existence of others also
valuing their own.

Being directed with the stated vision,
Uniglobe SS designs and implements
different co-curricular and extracurricular activities. These include
Uni-talk, interaction with authors, drama
competition, movie making competition,
Mathmania, Olympiad, coffee talk, book
talk, cultural programmes and sports
activities that have pivotal role in the
holistic development of students. After
two year of study stay, our students are
to become not only a perfect candidate
for a doctor, engineer, a manger, and
a lawyer but on top of all we also
want them to become good human
being who are ready to serve society.
In materializing the expectations as
these, Uniglobe SS has installed an
array of in-built facilities that frame in
the integration of resources created
upon their significance in developing
systems that are physical, technological,
academic and other types. Some of the
noticeable facilities with remarkable
standards maintained at Uniglobe SS are
as described subsequently.
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CONFERENCE HALL

LABORATORIES

Uniglobe SS has in place a very
spacious and well equipped hall with
a capacity of 300 users at a time. The
hall has been equipped with technosmart devices which are installed to
support co-curricular activities such as
conferences, presentations, talk shows,
exhibitions, and other group events
organized in fixed time intervals at
Uniglobe SS. The hall is designed
in abundance with AC, multimedia,
performance friendly stage structures,
and other essential facilities.

Labs at Uniglobe SS consist of equipment
and materials useful for different
branches of science, management and
law. The science labs comprise of sections
that are designed with equipment
installed to conduct practical in subjects
like physics, chemistry, biology. The
management lab is specially the section
with assets and equipment that are
arranged for practical in learning hotel
management. The labs at Uniglobe SS are
spacious and large enough to enable each
student to carry out learning activities
and remain engaged fulltime during the
practical sessions.

LIBRARY
Uniglobe SS provides updated
and resourceful library facility to
assist teaching- learning process.
Our library has a wide collection
of books on management, science
and technologies, encyclopedias,
dictionaries, periodicals (journals,
magazines, bulletins, etc.),
multimedia and soft learning
devices. The stock of audiovisual
materials in addition to an access
to e-library provide a wide range
of self-study experience.

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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SPORTS
Uniglobe SS has created plenty of space for
various kinds of sports; outdoor as well as
indoor games that the college organizes for
students. In lead of the college sports club
represented and coordinated by students in
guidance of sportsmen appointed as coaches,
the sports facilities are used by students at
Uniglobe SS. Some of the most popular sports
are given space at Uniglobe SS. Generally,
out-door games are organized by the students’
club for the interested students in the model
of competition participated by students from
different programs in the model of inter-program
competitions. Besides, Uniglobe SS students
get plentiful opportunities to participate in the
inter-college sports competitions as well as a
number of sports organized during the annual
fiesta or sports meet taking place annually. The
annual sports meet is a grand event at Uniglobe
SS. This event is attended by all students in the
size of full house and the main objective of this
program is to lend all students an exposure to
sports education that is essential not only for
fitness and health but also its role in motivating
students to learn working in team and group
and build level of confidence. Uniglobe SS
has basketball ground which is at the par the
standard required in size. There is futsal ground
at Uniglobe SS currently. The grounds are also
availed with TT Boards, Badminton court and
sports venues for indoor games.
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RESIDENTIAL LEARNING
CENTER
A center for living and learningresidential learning centre is run within
the premises of Uniglobe SS. The
residential center is established to cater
the demands and needs of parents
and students opting to intensify study
in residential set up under the close
inspection of faculty and managers who
are there to guide, and motivate students
academically in an order to bring out the
best inherent in them.

CAFETERIA
Keeping in view predominating role food plays
for maintenance of health and hygiene which
in turn is essential component for intellectual
mind to keep functioning, Uniglobe SS has its
in-house built cafeteria that is dedicated to
offer students, faculty and visitors very healthy
meals and snacks. The Cafeteria is managed full
time from morning to late evening and it serves
the students fresh meals and snacks during
their study break. The food served to students
and faculty is prepared in order with menu
scheduled with change in items served over the
week days. A special care is taken while serving
the students, faculty and staff with food which
by default is hygienic in quality and is prepared
within the standard guidelines of nutrition
applicable for particular food items cooked.
In addition to the continental dishes served
for snacks Uniglobe SS cafeteria also supplies
different cuisines that can be ordered on ala
carte scheme during the working hours.

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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COMPUTER LAB

TRANSPORTATION

Uniglobe SS has well-structured modern
computer lab where smart LCD computers
are installed also availed with the unlimited
internet facility. The computer lab has
40 desktops installed in one student one
computer ratio. Each individual student is
accessed to use the computer adequately on
academic, research and other technological
works as required. The lab is accessed with
intellectual resources availed from the domain
of Uniglobe SS e-library that the students
use in projects that demand them to conduct
review of literatures and resources which the
computer lab allows them to do with online
access. The computer laboratory is active
platform where the students are immensely
engaged in their practical tasks that are
subject-based and also that related to their
study of computer science. The lab computers
installed with modern technological systems
and services also allow Uniglobe SS students
to undertake designing business simulations,
making projects, deriving data for report
making, designing presentations on digital
mode and many more…

Uniglobe SS deputes a number of deluxe
and child friendly buses with convenience
ensured for the unrestricted conveyance
facilities. The buses as well as student
friendly micro- buses are operated for
students to receive transportation service
from any part of ring road within the
Kathmandu valley.

UNIGLOBE SS/COLLEGE
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Executive Director Says
A center of modern education equipped
with the high-tech physical and
educational environment nurtured by
expert minds dedicated to building
citizens with global skills, is a dire need
of the nation. Skilled individuals with
academic excellence in profile will be
capable to cope with the complexities in
living a normal life along with being able
to adapt to and on the same junctures,
transform the complexities for better self
and society.
Driven with innermost commitment
upon cutting-edge significance of
modern institution created to preparing
21st century citizens with academic
excellence suggested above, Uniglobe
SS was incepted and has been ever
steady in delivering education in Law
and Management alongside Science for
distinctive academic innovation.
Set within the world-class infrastructure,
we present Uniglobe SS on the highest
state of sophistication enriched with
ultra-modern learning environment
managed in intensely dedicated
contribution of professional team of
managers and experts in its faculty.
As the internal management that
includes logistics, operations, and
facility enhancement expansions is
under my everyday role as an executive
director, using my professional expertise
ISO certified internal quality auditor
9001:2015, I give my full efforts in
keeping all systems function the best
as would be indispensable to support
the educational processes move on
smoothly and effectively. In an effort to
keep the environment sound, a multitude
of academic, technological and learning
ambiances are employed that integrate
for education to build on the state-ofthe-art referential quality scheme that is
featured to be global benchmark.

On regular schedule, my professional
efforts concentrate to not only to
maintain and manage the internal
support systems function well but also
I make my efforts consistent in keeping
the systems updated as instrumental to
reform the overall learning environment
on persistent regularity. It is therefore,
we assure students who are in search
to study science, law and management,
a highly facilitated environment, and
distinctive learning ambiance at Uniglobe
SS that yields best quality educational
outcomes.
The state of learning systems at Uniglobe
SS at present is absolute and unique.
We have equipped each program of this
institution with practical experimental
laboratory systems, digital technologies
and their smart services connecting
the computer labs, science laboratories
that are digitally enhanced. These along
with recreational facilities for exposure
learning and multiple educational
accessories are maintained for their
functional brilliance. Delightfully hence, it
is assured that every single student shall
have quality learning experience shaped
in the multitude of classroom and beyond
the class learning actions at Uniglobe SS
that include these as some exemplary
activities; Projects, Leadership activities,
Research and Science Olympiads, Field
excursions, MUN simulations, and many
more…
In acknowledgement, finally, I would take
this as honor to welcome you all for your
prudent decision and choice to study
at Uniglobe SS, to join our educational
campaign that is… ‘Bringing the best
together’…
Mansun KC
Executive Director
Uniglobe SS
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